The relaxation times r of the slowest processes in the parallel dielectric permittivity of various nematic guest-host systems have been measured as a function of temperature. A correlation between r and its temperature dependence is found, indicating increasing temperature dependence for increasing T, independent of structural details of the guest molecules or properties of the host matrices which, however, had similar clearing temperatures. Alternations in r for a homologous series of guest molecules are observed. Increasing host permittivity leads to increased values of r while the viscous properties of the host show little influence on r.
Introduction
Relaxation at radio frequencies in the dielectric permittivities of nematic substances has been studied by many authors [1] . In isotropic liquids of molecules of a size similar to nematogenics the rotational motion of polar molecules leads to relaxation phenomena in the 100 MHz region. In nematics, similar processes occur which are, however, complicated by the anisotropic nature of the fluid. For the longitudinal permittivity a much slower process in the 1 MHz region is also observed. It can be attributed to the "180°-jumps" by which, roughly speaking, the molecules switch from parallel to antiparallel alignment (up or down) with respect to the director. This jump process is expected to be a very slow isolated mode, w r ell distinct from the fast modes of orientational realignment preserving the up-or down property. For this reason one expects that this jumping process is well described by a singlerelaxation time formalism which leads to the classical Debye formula for the dispersion of the parallel dielectric permittivity in accordance with many observations [2] . In systems with more than one component several slow relaxation processes for the individual species have been separated when they differed sufficiently in their relaxation times [3] .
In simple theories of rotational diffusion in isotropic liquids the viscosity determines the rotational diffusion coefficient and hence the relaxation time for reorientation [4] . By analogy it has been susReprint requests to Dr. P. Gerber, ZFE 65/305, F. Hoffmann-La Roche, CH-4002 Basel.
pected that the slow relaxation in nematics is correlated with viscous properties of the nematic. In the present investigation wc consider a series of relatively long molecules dissolved in nematic host.
By varying the structure of the solutes and of the solvents we obtain some insight in the factors determining the relaxation time of the solutes and its dependence on temperature. For applications these relaxation processes are interesting with respect to tw r o-frequency addressing schemes for twisted nematic displays. These methods utilize the change in sign of the dielectric anisotropy wich may occur upon changing the frequency, due to the abovementioned relaxation processes [5] . For these applications large relaxation times with weak temperature dependence are desirable.
Experimental, Substances and Parametrization of Measurements
The measurements have been made in a capacitor with an area of n cm 2 trates by less than 5 [im into the bulk. The temperature was kept constant within 0.1 K by a circulating water thermostat (Haake F3K).
Three nematic host matrices have been used which are characterized in Table 1 . They where chosen as representatives having various polarity -(dielectric permittivities g|| and e±) and viscous (flow aligned shear viscosity rjs) properties. In order to yield large mesophase ranges each of them contains several of the following components:
The numbers before and after the short names indicate the number of C-atoms in the alcyl substituents except for the biphenyl component M where it has become a custom to indicate three times the number of C-atoms.
As guest molecules we have used several pyrimidine derivatives of the general structure [6] The longest molecules investigated were the diesters 
where co = 2 nj. Table 1 contains the values of the relaxation times Th and of the amplitudes <5eh of the pure host mixtures which were obtained from a single-relaxa- 
Results and Discussion
A typical graph of the logarithm of the Debye relaxation time r of the guest molecule versus the reciprocal absolute temperature is shown in Figure 2 .
The curve is acceptably well linear although one observes near the clearing temperature an enhanced reduction in r while at low temperatures there seems to be an indication of an enhanced rise. The values of r measured at constant temperature TR = 298.2 K show a clear correlation with the values of as can be seen in Figure 3 . The larger the guest relaxation time Tx(^R) of a guest-host system x, the larger is its activation temperature x • A linear relaxation of the form fictive relaxation time. In addition one must perhaps remember here that the three host materials have very similar claearing temperatures, some 60 K below To-If the relation (3.2) applies to further systems at all, we suspect that they must probably have similar host clearing temperatures.
The homologous sequence of the TPi?i shows distinct alternations in In T (25 °C) as well as in T& which are superimposed onto the considerable increase in these quantities with increasing alkyl chain length (Figure 4 ). The molecules with an odd number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain show enhanced values compared with the even ones. This alternation parallels the behaviour of the clearing temperatures of the pure guest molecules as shown in the last column of Table 2 . The property of oddchain homologues to show enhanced nematogenic tendencies, thus, seems to correlate with a reduced probability of undergoing 180° reorientational jumps.
Also shown on Fig. 4 are the amplitudes de ((2.1) with L= 1) divided by the molarity of the solute. Surprisingly these values show a minimum around the hexyl compound. From the similarity of the surrounding we expect that reaction field and cavity contributions [10] vary little while the magnitude of the molecular dipole moment is expected to be the same for the whole series. The chain length thus seems to influence the dipolar order possibly via average conformation properties and geometrical compatibility with the host molecular arrangement. 
Conclusion
For the slow dielectric relaxation processes of large molecules in nematic solvent it appears to be a rule that the slower the relaxation, the stronger is its temperature dependence. Quantitatively this is expressed in (3.2) to (3.4). Secondly, for structurally similar molecules the relaxation time is higher in cases of increasing nematogenic tendencies of the pure solutes. In homologous series alternations in the relaxation times are observed. With regard to the host properties it appears that its dielectric properties strongly influence the relaxation times of the guest molecules while the viscous properties of the host are of minor importance. This last indication is rather unexpected [11, 12] since in the simplest theories for isotropic liquids a direct correlation occurs.
From the point of view of applications the connection between r and its temperature dependence is against the need for large r and low temperature dependence. On the other hand the lack of influence of the host viscosity on r may give hope to find systems suitable for two frequency addressing with fairly low viscosity.
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